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Alvis TD21 Series II Convertible 1962 RHD Automatic By now many

Brand

Alvis

Model

TD21 Series II conv

Year

1962

of my classic car friends will know that I have a weak spot for Alvis
cars. From the postwar production of this quality British car
manufacturer, the TD21 Series II Convertible is, in my opinion, the
most exclusive model. Produced in very limited numbers this SII
Convertible is regarded by Alvis connoisseurs as the esthetically
purest and pleasing variant. The last owner bought this TD21 exactly
20 years ago and had his classic convertible step by step completely
reconditionned over the years by the UK Alvis specialist "Red
Triangle". The most recent 10,000 GBP bill by this make specialist
shows clearly that no expences were spared to maintain this Alvis in
tip-top condition. Although after 20 years and having covered only
6.000 miles extra to the original milage of 65.000, this Alvis looks and
feels still very 'fresh', the paint showed here and there some micro
blistering. After I discoverd on the original "Car Record", from when
this TD21 Convertible left the factory in 1962, that the original color
was "Seal Grey", I decided to treat my Alvis to a bare metal respray.
You surely will agree with me that this stylish Alvis now looks very
attractive in her new livery on which the chrome wire wheels and
other other trim parts stand out very nicely. The interior trim in dark
grey leather + woolen red Wilton carpets together with the leatherette
dark grey hood complement the whole picture perfectly. If you are
looking for a comfortable 4 seat convertible with a super-classicBentley-Continental hint, to use, thanks to the automatic gearbox, as
an everyday classic or for relaxed cruising when on roadtrips abroad,
this TD21 Series II Convertible is certainly worth looking at.
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